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Abstract-The use of the boundary integral technique is extended to cylindrical shells through the . 
thickness hear using the Somigliana’s approach. Orthotropic material is also considered. The use of the 
Green functional approach with its major disadvantage, is shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Even though the history can go back to 1885 when Somigliana first developed his famous identity 
(Love, 1922), the boundary element method (BEM) received its overdue attention from engineers 
and physicists only in the early 1970s as one of the most effective numerical methods for the 
solutions of a wide class of problems in different fie1ds-e.g. elasticity (Jawson and Ponter, 1963; 
Jawson et al., 1967; Rizzo, 1967; Rizzo and Shippy, 1971, 1977), fluid dynamics (Banejee and 
Shaw, 1982; Banerjee and Mukherjee, 1984), acoustics (Shaw, 1962), chemical engineering (Brebbia 
et al., 1983), electromagnetism theory (Banerjee and Butterfield, 1979), . . . etc. See also Beskos 
(1987a), Brebbia and Dominguez (1977), Brebbia (1978a,b), Brebbia and Walker (1980), Brebbia 
(1981, 1982), Brebbia et al. (1983, 1984). 
There are two main advantages in BEM: (1) the reduction of dimensionality of the problem by 
one; since the BEM proceeds by discretizing the boundary of the domain under study by 
subdivision into elements that support the zones where the data of the unknowns are assumed to 
vary according to a certain predefined fashion and (2) the high accuracy of the method for a wide 
class of problems since the use of the singular weighting functions chosen in the numerical method 
results in a matrix which, in most cases, is diagonally dominated, which is favored in numerical 
analysis. The former implies smaller number of degree of freedom and hence a smaller system of 
equations and less data processing. If the domain is infinite or semi-infinite, the advantages are even 
more pronounced. (Brebbia et al., 1984; Beskos, 1987a). 
As a numerical method in solving boundary value problems of engineering and physics, BEM 
can be regarded as a special kind of the weighted residue methods, as shown by Brebbia and 
Dominguez (1977) and Brebbia (1978), in which the weighting functions reside in a different 
function space from that of the trial functions, while in the traditional finite element method, both 
the test functions and the trial functions are in the same function space. 
In order to make the presentation self-contained, we briefly review the basic idea of BEM. [See 
Brebbia (1984) for a complete and detailed discussion.] 
Let R be a simply connected, two-dimensional domain with smooth boundary S. Consider the 
Laplace’s equation 
with the boundary conditions 
Au = u,, + uJY = 0; 
q = au/an = 4, on S,, 
u = 24, on S,, 
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where S = S, US,. Let w(x, y) be a smooth enough weighting function, then the weighted residue 
method implies that, 
(2) 
Integrating by parts twice for the first integral, we obtain 
Recall that a fundamental solution w * to the Laplace’s equation means that 
w* = -2&(x - I$), 
where 6(x - c) is the Dirac delta function, with x = (x, y) a variable point of R and c a fixed point 
in the whole space, which has the property that 
ss 
u(x)~(x - {) dQ(x) = u(c). (4) 
If we choose w(x,_~)=w*(x,~)~ln(l/~x--(1) as th e weighting function in equation (3) then 
for {&, we have 
27ru(T) + 
s 
u(x) ?$ (x, c) ds(x) = 
s 
q(x)w*(x, 0 ds(x), 
s s 
where n is the unit outward normal to S. 
Taking limit as < approaching a point on S, we then have 
(5) 
nu(T) + 
s s 
u(x) g (x, <) d0) = 
s 
q(x)w*(x, r) ds(x), (6) 
s 
Note that in equation (5), w* is known, and if we want to know u(T) for 4 E R, we need to have 
all the information about u and q( = &/an) on the boundary S. Thus we have to solve equation 
(6) first, which is a Fredholm integral equation of mixed type (or of the first, or the second kind, 
depending on the boundary conditions) and the BEM is as follows: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
We first discretize S into a series of elements over which the functions u and its 
derivatives are assumed to vary according to interpolation functions. 
The discretized equation is applied to a number of particular nodes within each 
element by the collocation method. 
Integrate over each element by numerical quadrature. 
Apply the boundary conditions to get a linear algebraic system of equations, 
which can be solved by computers and we get the remaining boundary data. 
If the value of u at any interior point {en is needed, we can use numerical quadrature via 
equation (5) since we now have all the boundary data at hand. 
In summary, conventional BEM for linear problems starts with a differential equation L(u) =A 
then try to find the Green’s function (or the fundamental solution) of either the adjoint operator 
L*, or the differential operator of L that contains the highest order derivatives and use it as the 
test function in the weighted residue approach. After applying the Green-type formulae, we may 
have an integral equation in which the unknown function u and/or its derivatives occur only in 
the boundary integrals. Then a finite-element-type numerical method is applied to the boundary 
integral equation. 
In early 1960s Jaswon and his colleagues published a series of papers (1963, 1967, 1968) on the 
integral methods of elasticity. Later, Cruse and his associates (1969, 197 1), Rizzo and his colleagues 
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(1967, 1971, 1977) paved the way to the general boundary element method for elastostatics. [See 
Gomez-Lera and Alarcon (1987) for a comprehensive review.] 
As far as linear plate and shell problems are concerned, a substantial amount of work that has 
been done by the BEM in the last decade deals with plate problems. See, for example, Banerjee 
and Butterfield (1979), Banerjee and Shaw (1982), Banerjee and Mukherjee (1984), Banerjee and 
Watson (1986), Brebbia (1978a, 1981, 1982, 1984) and Brebbia et al. (1983), and only a handful 
of works were on shells. One of the reasons is due to the notorious fact that because of the 
curvatures of the shell, the in-plane and transverse displacements in a shell they are inherently 
coupled in the kinematics of deformation as well as in the equations of equilibrium for the shell. 
The treatment of shallow shells has been discussed by Forbes and Robinson (1969), Newton and 
Tottenham (1968), Tottenham (1979), Kimiya et al. (1983) Tosaka and Miyake (1983), Qin (1984), 
Atluri et al. (1986) and Zhang and Atluri (1986). 
Most of the works mentioned above took advantage of the special forms of the governing 
equations of the shallow shells. Authors introduced complex stress-functions to either decouple the 
equations or change them into a single (complex) equation. Atluri and his coworkers tried not to 
use stress-functions in the aim of developing a general approach to solve shell problems by 
boundary/interior element methods. We will briefly review their work in Section 2. 
Qin’s (1984) paper obviously escaped the attention of most engineers. Nevertheless his 
application of Somigliana’s idea of linear shallow shells is surprisingly general and can be used for 
general linear shell problems. We will also summarize his work in Section 2. 
To the best knowledge of the authors, no work on non-shallow linear shells with shear 
deformations has been done by using strictly BEM. (For example, unknown functions and/or their 
derivatives occur only in boundary integrals.) The main purpose of the present paper is to show 
that Somigliana’s approach is suitable for linear thin shell problems with shear deformations. Here 
we first give an example of an isotropic cylindrical shell, and show specific formulation of the 
boundary integral equation, using Naghdi’s (1954) general thin shell theory, and then we show 
another example of an orthotropic cylindrical shell with shear deformations using the theory of 
Dong and Tso (1972). We note that for the general anisotropic linear shells of Whitney and Sun 
(1974), the same approach applies, but we will not show the results in the present work. 
In Section 2, we give both the conventional BEM treatment on shallow shells, as was given by 
Zhang and Atluri (1986) and Atluri et al. (1986) and the Somigliana’s. approach of Qin (1984). 
In Section 3, we set up our isotropic cylindrical shell equations with shear deformations obtained 
from Naghdi (1954) and the boundary conditions; while in Section 4, we exploit Somigliana’s idea 
for our boundary value problem. In Section 5, we set up the orthotropic cylindrical shell equations, 
again with shear deformations, obtained from Dong and Tso (1972); and in Section 6, we formulate 
the integral equations for them. Finally, in Section 7, we give some critical comments on BEM in 
general, and on Somigliana’s approach in particular. 
2. CONVENTIONAL AND SOMIGLIANA’S BEM APPROACHES OF 
SHALLOW SHELLS 
The conventional approach (Atluri et al., 1986) 
Consider a shallow shell of an isotropic elastic material with the mid-surface being described by 
z = z(x,), a = 1.2. The base plane 
a smooth boundary curve S. The 
of the shell is defined by a domain R in the 0x,x, plane with 
Reissner linear shallow shell theory (1945) requires that 
Nas.a + b, = 0, CI, B = 1,2, (74 
G’b) 
where NDlp are membrane stress resultants; ( ), /3 = a( )/a xB; w is the transverse displacement of the 
mid-surface of the shell; bi (i = 1,2,3) are body forces; and fj is the load normal to the shell 
mid-surface; and D = Eh3/[12( 1 - v*)J is the flexure rigidity; h is the thickness; E and v are elastic 
constants, and 
R,, = -l/z+ (7c) 
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MESH 1 MESH 2 
o = 5.0 
MESH 3 MESH 4 
Fig. 1. Two-dimensional domain. Fig. 2. Different meshes used in the analyses of a shallow 
spherical cap (Zhang and Atluri, 1986). 
are the radii of curvature of the undeformed shell. Along S, we have some appropriate boundary 
conditions. 
The in-plane strain-displacement relations are 
c,B = 1/2(%a + n&U + 2wl&), (8a) 
where U, are in-plane displacements at the shell mid-surface. The in-plane stress resultants-strain 
relations are 
where C is the elastic constant. 
N,, = C(c,, + V&)5 
N,, = C(1 - v)c,,, 
Nz = C(c,, + V~II ), (8b) 
Now, the goal is to form a system of boundary integral equations. Atluri et al. (1986) did not 
use the stress-function approach as, e.g. Tottenham (1979) did, and observed that we could find 
the singular solutions for the differential operators of the highest order in system of equations (7). 
For example, equation (8a) can be written as 
[&~(~,.dl.~ + (+9.,1+ 6, = 0, 
where the first term consist of second order derivatives of u;, and CRas are modified elastic constants. 
Atluri et al. (1984) then tried to get the singular solutions for 
[~&~d)l.p +~(x, - 5,P,oeo =0 (94 
and 
Dv4w* =6(x, - &), (9b) 
where S(x,, - 4,) is the Dirac delta function at x,, = 5,; aas is the Kronecker delta; and es denotes 
that the direction of the application of the point load is along x0 direction. The singular solutions 
of equation (9) is denoted as u$,~ which is the displacement in the x, direction due to a unit point 
load along the xg direction applied at x,, = 5,. Both u,& and IV* are well-known (Love, 1922). Then 
the system of integral equations is 
&(5,) = 
s 
b,(x,,)n:8&,, 5,) dW,) - 
s 
C~,&,,)$&,~ &J dW,) 
R R 
+ surface integrals; (loa) 
kDw(5,) = - 
s 
I&/REP + C~,aW%, - 63 -_#J(xJ~*(x,,, 5,) Wx,,) 
n 
+ surface integrals; (lob) 
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Fig. 3. Interior and boundary elements (Zhang and Atluri, 
1986). 
YJ I J w 
Fig. 4. Shallow shell. 
+ 
s 
n (6, +f3)(x,,) aw*/&r(x,,, <,) dR(x) + surface integrals, (1Oc) 
where 
k= 1, when { is inside a; 
= l/2, when C: is on S; 
= 0, when 4 is outside R. 
Note that the system (10) contains not only boundary (surface) integrals, but also domain integrals. 
The reason is that the curvatures of the shell induces coupling of the trial functions. 
When applied to a shallow spherical cap, the authors had to use the boundary/interior element 
method. Their meshes were as shown in Figs 2 and 3. 
The Somigliana approach (Qin, 1984) 
The second approach is that of Somigliana (Love, 1922) and was used by Qin (1984). This 
approach starts from the Betti-Maxwell reciprocal theorem for linearly elastic materials: 
Betti-Maxwell reciprocal theorem (Love, 1922, p. 174) 
Let (u, v, w) and (u*, v*, w*) be two sets of displacements; (A’, Y, Z) and (X*, Y*, Z*) the 
corresponding body forces; (X,,, Y,, Z,,) and (X,*, Y,*, Z,*) the corresponding surface tractions. 
Then 
s 
p(Xu*+ Yv*+Zw*)dR+ 
I 
(X,u* + Y,v* + Z,w*)ds 
n an 
= 
s 
p(X*u + Y*v + Z*w) da + 
i 
(X,*u + Y,*v + Z,*w)ds. (11) 
R an 
Let a shallow shell be as shown above (Fig. 4), (0 < x < a, 0 G y G b). The differential equations 
of equilibrium are (Qin, 1984) 
L,(u, v, w) + X/B = 0; 
L,(u, v, w) + Y/B = 0; 
L&, v, w) + Z/B = 0. (12) 
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where 
a% 1 - ~a% I + v a% 
L,(u, u, WY) = g-g + __ 7 + 
2 ay ---(k,+vk*)g; 2 ax ay 
a% 
L,.(U,% w)= av'+ 
1 -va%l I+~ ah ___ 
2 ax2+ 
-- -(k,+vk,)$: 
2 axay 
L,(u, v, w) = 
-h2 
TV4W + (k, + “k,); + (k,+ vk,)$ -(kT +ki+2vk,k,)w; 
B = Eh/(l - v*); h = thickness. 
k, , k, and k,, are the principal curvatures and twisting curvature of the mid-surface of the shell, 
respectively; X, Y, Z are the applied distributed loads per unit area. 
For this system of equilibrium equations, we choose the second (starred) set of displacements 
(U?, u:, WY) and body forces (X*, Y*, Z*) to satisfy 
uu:, v:, w:> = -6(x - <)/B (=x*); 
L&4:, VT, w:> = 0 (= Y*); 
L&d:, v:, WY) = 0 (=z*); (13) 
with the same boundary conditions where 6(x - c) is the Dirac delta function. 
Then equation (11) becomes the Somigliana identity: 
WC) = 
i 
W,(s)u:(& s) + N,(s)v;r(L s) + k’,(s)w:(C, s) - M,(s)~:(C, 3) 
s 
- W(5, s)r&) - N(5, SW) - WC, s)w(s) + M,*(C, sY%)l ds 
+ 
s 
P-W XL x1 + Y(xh :(L x) + ZWw :K XI dW), (14) 
R 
where N, and NT are force resultants in x and y directions, respectively; V,, the Kirchhoff shear 
resultant, M, the bending moment; and 0 = aw/dn with n the unit outward normal to S. 
Similarly, if we choose the second (starred) system of equation (13) according to 
L,(u:, v/*, w:) = -6(x - 5)6,/B, i,,j = 1, 2, 3. 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta, we can write down the corresponding integral equations for v, 
w and 8 = &/an similar to equation (14). Note that the domain integral in equation (14) involves 
only known quantities and can be evaluated either by analytical or numerical methods. Qin used 
spline functions as trial basis and applied it only to the boundary S of the shell (Fig. 5). 
-a ------+I 
Fig. 5. Boundary of the shell. Fig. 6. Shell coordinates. 
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3. NAGHDI’S LINEAR THEORY FOR CYLINDRICAL SHELLS WITH 
SHEAR DEFORMATIONS 
Let a cylindrical shell panel and the coordinate system be as shown in Fig. 6, i.e. the origin of 
the Cartesian coordinate system is located within the mid-surface of the shell with x, 8, and z 
measured along the longitudinal, circumferential and radial directions, respectively. The shell 
thickness is h and the radius to the mid-surface is R. i&d and @ are the displacement components 
in the x, 8 and z-directions, respectively, and are assumed to be 
qx, 8, z) = u(x, e) + zp, (x, 8); 
C(X, 42) = D(X, e) + z~~(x, e); 
C(X, 8, Z) = W(X, e). (15) 
The strain components are defined by 
E,=~;+zK,; (1 +z/R)co=t;+ztcZ; (1 + zlR)y, = (1 + z/R)(y? + ~6,) + (ri + ~4); 
y.yz = awlax -I- 8,; (1 + z/Rho, = @w/a0 - u)/R + p2, (16) 
where 
+ au/ax; 6:=(av/ae)/R; K,= aa,/ax; Kz=(ajqae)/R; 
7: = au/ax; r: = (au/aeyR; 6, = ap,/ax; d2 = (ag,/aep. 
The normal components of stresses will be denoted by erg, while the shearing stresses will be 
denoted by T.r,q, T,~: and rBr. The stress resultants IVV, NO, N,@ and NB,; the stress couples M,, MB, 
IUYO and AI,,; and the shear resultants V, and Ve are defined in the usual manner by the expressions 
of the type 
s 
h/Z 
{N,, IWXV YJ = OJ,, ZQ.~, r,)(l + r/R) dz; 
-h/Z 
s 
h/Z 
G%v 3 MB, > = _ h,Z (t.rt~ 3 ~7x0) dz, (17) 
etc. and these are related to the stress resultant and stress couple vectors by 
f+4 = N,.e, + Nd8 + VVn; 
The stress resultant-displacement relations are: 
N,= p/(1 - v2)1[at4/ax +v(au/ae + w)/R]+ (D/R) ap,/ax; 
N# = pa/(1 - v2)1[vaU/ax + (au/se’+ w)/R] - p/~qap,/ae; 
N,@ = m[atqax + (au/ae)/R + (h/12) ap2/ax]; 
NB, = oh [ au/ax + (aqaep - (h/12) f ap,/ae 1 ; 
M, = D[(a@X)/R + aj$/ax + (V/R) al?&%]; 
MB = D[--(h/do + w)/R2 + v&?,/ax + (a&/ae)/R]; 
M.vB = ~(1 - v)D/2][(a4ax)/R + aa,/ax + (ah/ae)/R]; 
M@.~ = [(I - v)~/2]k-(au/ae)/R2+ ab,/ax + (ahmuiR]; 
v, = (5/6)~h (awlax + 8, ) 
VR = (5/6)Gh(l - h2/28R2)( -o/R + (aw/aO)/R + B2). (17b) 
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where 
E = Young’s modulus; 
v = Poisson’s ratio; 
G = Shear modulus; 
D = Flexure rigidity (= EH3/{ 12[ 1 - v*]}). 
Thus the five differential equations of equilibrium Li(d) = pi, i = 1, . . , ,5, are 
-,lti ;; j in= fi!! (,*a-e) 
where d = (u, 0, w, PI, /&I)~ and p = @.r,pe, p2, m,v, mg)T, the vector of external forces, and 
&I( ) -P/U - v*)l( Lx + GhIR*( be; 
b2f I= B/U - v”) + Ghl/R( Le; 
M I= w/u - v2)1/N L; 
bd ) = (DIM )..w - (1 - v)DP3( ho; 
t22( I= GW Lx + @h/(1 - v*)/R2]( 1.~ - Wh/6R’)U - h2/28R2)( 1; 
JL~~( ) = [Eh/(l - v’)/R* +(5Gh/6R2)(1 - h2/28R2)]( ).,@; 
&s( ) = [(l - v)DPRl( Lx - (DIR’N ).ee +WWW - h*PR*)( 1; 
h( I- [Eh/(l - v’)l/R*( I- WW*N - h’PR*)( 1.~ - 5Gh/6( ),,; 
&4( ) = (-5/6)GM ).x; 
Lw( ) = -[D/R3 + (5Gh/6R)(l - h2/28R2)]( ).e; 
Ld ) = D( Lx + [(I - vPPR*l( ).oe - (5Gh/6)( ); 
Ld ) - [(l + vWIW( Ls; 
&A ) = U - vP/21( Lx + (DIR'H be - (5Gh/6)(1 - h2/28R2)( ). 
The boundary conditions are 
N,,,, = iJ,, or u, = 4; 
N,,,=m,,, or u,=zi,; 
V, = Pn or w= 8; 
M - Q”n “0 or I$=&; 
iU,, = I@~, or /3, = &. (19) 
4. BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR THE SYSTEM OF 
EQUATIONS (18) WITH SIMPLY SUPPORTED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Let 
solve 
a:, = (4 u:o, wb9 B:(,j9 P$o) 
L/0%) = -6(x - <)S,, i, j = 1,. . . ,5, 
with the simply supported boundary conditions 
v*=w*=~~=N,~=Mf=O, onx=OandL; 
u*=w*=/3:~3Nj’=M~=O, one=Oandcp. 
(204 
(2W 
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Let S& = (IV::, A$, Vf’, M$, ML!), i = I, . . . , 5, be the surface tractions corrarponding to the 
starred system, where n is the unit’outward normal to the boundary S of the shall, which ara defined 
by 
N,, = N, cos(n, e,) + NB, sin(n, e, ); 
NO,, = NO sin@ e,) + N.A cos(n, e, ); 
V, = V, cos(n, 9) + Ve sin(n, e,); 
M.vll = M, cos(n, q) + MB, sin@, 6); 
M on = MB sin(n, eT) + M.d cos(n, e.v). 
Thus, the integral equations are 
ku(P) = 
f 
[S(s) * d,:,(P, 8) - SX,(P, 3) * d(s)1 ds + 
s s 
n p * d&U’, (2) dv(Q): 
s 
” ’ kv(P) = [S(s) 9 dtc,,V’, 3) - S&U’, s> * d(s)] do + p - d&V, (1) dv(Q): 
n 
where 
kw(P) = 
I 
[S(s). d:,,U’, s)- S&V, ~1’ W)l d.s f P * 4W. Q) WQ); 
s s n 
M W = 
Lb 
P(s). d/W, 3) - SW, ~1. d(s)1 d+t + 
S s 
n P . aif,(P, 9) du(Q); 
M V) = MS ) . d&U’, S) - SW’, S) . d(s)1 h + 
s 
P * d&U’. Q 1 dv <Q 1, 
n 
(21) 
k- 1, when P is inside R; 
= l/i, when P is on S; 
= 0, when P is outside Q. 
By the Fourier series method, we can easily s6lve the system of equations (20) to get the singular 
solutions as follows: 
US, = f i 14% sin(mn~‘/~)cos(mtx’/L)sin(mnO/y,)cos(nnx/L); 
m-In-1 
vfi, = f i vg sin(mn~‘/~)cos(nnx’/L)cos(mn~/p)sin(nnx/L); . 
m-In-1 
w5, = c, $, ~‘ntl, sin(mne’/~)cos(nnx’/L,)sin(mrreI9)sin(n*x/L); 
8:(I, = 
$1 !I 
at: sin(m~~‘/~)cos(nxx’/L)sin(m~~/~)cos(nnx/L); 
B &, = mg, “t, fig sin(mne’/cp)cos(nnx’/L)cos(mlte/cp)sin(nnx/L), (22) 
U& = f i u$A cos(mrre’/9)sin(nnx’/L)sin(mn8/9)cos~~nnx/L); 
m-l n-l 
4 = mg, $, ~2; cos(mnf?‘/fp)sin(nlrx’/L)cos(mrt8/fp)sin(nnx/L); 
m m 
w& = C C w$$ cos(mrcW/q)sin(nlrx’/L)sin(mn~/q)sin(mcx/L); 
m=ln=l 
/viz, = f f a:: cos(m7c8’/~)sin(nlrx’/L)sin(mti/cp)cos(nnx/L): 
m-In-1 
&, = $, nE, B’nt! cos(mntY/u,)sin(nnx’/L)cos(mnO~rp)sin(nnx/L). (23) 
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G,= 1 p42 sin(m7re’/q7)sin(nnx’/L)sin(mne/q)cos(n7rx/L); 
m=ln=I 
vb, = Li vh:i sin(mne’/rp)sin(nnx’/L)cos(m7dl/cp)sin(mrx/L); 
wz) =L, n;, ~2; sin(mne’/cp)sin(n7rx’/L)sin(mlre/cp)sin(nnx/L); 
P;“cn =f, R$, a!2 sin(m7te’/q)sin(tzkx’/L)sin(m7te/cp)cos(n7tx/L); 
/3$, = 2 2 PI! sin(mne’/cp)sin(nnx’/L)cos(mne/cp)sin(nnx/L). 
n1==ltl=l 
u$,= f f USA sin(m7te’/~)~0~(nn~‘/L)sin(m7re/cp)c0~(n7r~/L); 
m==l n=I 
m a- 
u& = c c vg; sin(m7re’/fp)cos(nkx’/L)cos(m7te/cp)sin(nlrx/L); 
wh= L, js, wfi sin(m7ce’/q)cos(n7tx’/L)sin(mne/cp)sin(nax/L); 
Sh=~~,~~,a!Z sin(mne’/q)cos(n~x’/L)sin(mae/cp)cos(n7t~/L); 
p:(a) = f f p!$ sin(mne’/~)cos(nnx’/L)cos(m~e/cp)sin(nnx/L). 
m=l n=I 
u& = f f u$i cos(mne’/cp)sin(mrx’/L)sin(m7re/cp)cos(nlrx/L); 
m=ln=l 
v$, = f 2 ~2: cos(m7re’/q)sin(nnx’/L)cos(mne/cp)sin(nnx/L); 
wd, = 2 2 wzi cos(m7te’/rp)sin(n7rx’}L)sin(mne/cp)sin(nnx/L); 
/l$l = f f a: cos(m7te’/q)sin(nnx’/L)sin(mne/q)cos(nnx/L); 
m=ln=l 
/I&) = f 5 flgi cos(mn6’/q)sin(nnx’/L)cos(maO/q)sin(nnx/L). 
m-l n=l 
The coefficients u$,, v!j,,, ws, a!,,, /3Gn are determined by 
us = (4/Lql) 2; vi; = (4/Lp) % WZ” = (4/Lp) 2; 
where Aii = cofactor(A)u and 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27a*) 
T,, Tu T,, TM 0 
L Tu 0 T,s 
A = 
Symmetric TM Td5 
(28) 
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and 
T,, = [E/z/(1 - v2)]A2 + (Gh/R*)fi*, 
T,2 = (Phv/(l - v*) + Gh]/R}rCi, 
T,, = - [Ehv/{R( 1 - v*)}]A, 
T,4 = -[Gh3/(12R3)]fi2 + (O/R)ti*, 
T,, = GhA* + {[B/(1 - v2)]/R2}fi2 + [5Gh/(6R2)][l - h2/(28R2)], 
T23 = -{Eh/[(l - r2)R2] + [5Gh/(6R2)][l - h2/(28R2)]}ti, 
T,, = [Gh3/(12R)]A2 - (O/R3)ti2 - [5Gh/(6R)][l - h2/(28R2)], 
T,, = [5Gh/(6R2)][l - h2/(28R2)]ti2 + (5Gh/6)ff2, 
T34 = (5Gh /6)A, 
where 
T,, = ((D/R*) + [SGh/(6R)][l - h*/(28R*)]}ti, 
TM = IX* + (1 - v)D/(2R2)]fi2 - 5Gh/6, 
Td5 = [(l + v)D /(2R)]fifi, 
T,, = (D/R*)fi* + [(1 - v)D/2]ff* - [5Gh/6][1 - h2/(28R2)], 
61 = mn/cp, ii = nlr/L. 
Note that in equations (21), the domain integrals contain only known quantities which can be 
evaluated either analytically or numerically. 
5. THE ORTHOTROPIC LAMINATED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
As a second example, we consider the orthotropic cylindrical shells by using the theory of Dong 
and Tso (1972) which includes the effects of shear deformations. Let a circular cylindrical shell be 
composed of thin layers of orthotropic materials bounded together. The. shell thickness of each 
layer k is denoted by hk and the radius to the middle surface by R. 
The displacement field and the strain components are assumed as in the Naghdi’s theory. The 
transverse displacement w(x, 0) and shear strains yiz are interpreted as the weighted-average across 
the thickness as defined by Dong and Tso. 
The stress-strain relations for the kth lamina are 
Define 
&,Bi,,D,)= i s hk Cf’( 1, z, z*) dz k-l hk-, 
and, for i = 1 and 2, 
(2% 
(30) 
(31) 
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N, 
N2 
Nl2 
Ml 
M2 
Ml2 
PI 
Q2 
A,, A,2 0 4, 4, 0 0 0 
A,? AZ2 0 B,? B,, 0 0 0 
0 0 A,, 0 0 B,, 0 0 
B,, B,z 0 D,, D,, 0 0 0 
B,, Bzz 0 D,, D,, 0 0 0 
0 0 Be 0 0 D,, 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 k:,A, 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 k&A,, 
611 
622 
612 
K, 
K2 
K12 
YI: 
Y2: (32) 
We take the shear correction factors kf, and ki2 to be 7r2/12 as in Mindlin and Medick (1951), 
which is close to 516 as used by Reissner. 
Thus the governing equilibrium equations L,,(d) = pi, i = 1, . . . ,5, are given by 
L,, 42 L,, 44 L,, 
L22 L2, L24 L25 
L,, L,, L,, 
L44 L5 
Symmetric L,, & 
We pose the simply supported boundary conditions: 
U 
v 
W = P. 
B, 
.Pz _ 
N,=M,=o=w=fi2=0, atx=Oandx=L; 
N2=Mz=u=w=~,=0, at8=OandfJ=cp. 
The operators L,, are 
L,,( ) = A,,( )..,,+ (&/R’)( ).ss; 
L,,( ) = (AU + &JlR( ).e,; 
L,3( ) = 64,2/M 1.x; 
L,( > = 4, ( L, + U&61R2)( >.es; 
M > = U312 + &dlN( >..ve; 
L22( ) = b4221R2)( be + A,,( L, - (k:2&/R2)( 1; 
L2,( ) = Lb422 + k:,4,YR21( 1.0; 
L2,( > = L,s; 
L25( 1 = V3221R2)( 1.m + &( Lx + (k:zAsslW( 1; 
Lu( > = b4221R2)( ) - k:,A,( Lo - U&&l~*)( km; 
L,( > = @,2/R - k:,&)( I..,; 
L,,( > = (B22lR - k:,A,,YW 1.0; 
L( > = &/R2)( 1.0s + D,, C Lx - k:,&( ); 
L,,( ) = W,2 + WlRl( LO; 
L,,( 1 = 4,( >.,., + (D221R2)( be - k:,M 1. 
(33) 
(34) 
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6. THE FUNDAMENTAL (STARRED) STATES OF SYSTEM OF THE 
EQUATIONS (33) 
The Somigliana’s method requires the solutions of the “fundamental states”, i.e. the solutions 
of the system 
G(Q)) = -6(X - CPU, i,j=l,..., 5, (35) 
where, as in Section 4, d,,, is the vector (u$, u:,, w$,, B:(,), fl$,,). The solutions are very similar to 
that of the isotropic case, for example, 
UC:, = $I, $, u!z sin(m7r~‘/~)cos(n7rx’/L)sin(m7rB/rp)cos(nnx/L); 
6 = “F, !, vz sin(mx6’/cp)cos(n~x’/L)cos(mn8/cp)sin(nnx/L); 
wx, = mg, “$, w:; sin(m7r~‘/cp)cos(n~x’/L)sin(m7r~/~)sin(nnx/L); 
I%, = e, F, G!! sin(m7rtY/cp)cos(n7rx’/L)sin(m7r8/~)cos(nnx/L); 
p$, = f f /I:: sin(ma~‘/+9)cos(nnx’/L)cos(m7r~/cp)sin(nax/L), 
m=ln=l 
(36) 
etc. But now the coefficients ~2, vg, WC,,, a$j,,, SC”,“,, for i = 1,. . . ,5 are given by equations (27a-e), 
except that now A, is the cofactor of the matrix A which is defined by 
T,, T,2 TI, T,4 T,, 
T2, T22 T23 T24 T2, 
A= T3, T32 T33 T34 T35 
T4, T42 T43 T44 T45 
L $1 T T,2 T53 Ts4 T,, 
In the present case, A is no longer symmetric. T, are giver 
T,, = A,,A2 + (A,,/R2)rfi2; 
T,, = (A,, + A,)lRhi; 
T,, = -(A,,IRM; 
T,, = B,, A* + (B,,/R2)fi2; 
TM = K&2 + &YRlfifi; 
T2, = T,,; 
11 ‘Y 
T22 = (Azz/R2)tii2 + A,,A’ - k:2A,,/R2; 
T 23 = -[(A22 + k:AdlR*lfi; 
T24 = TB; 
T25 = (B22/R2)rii2 + B&A2 + k:2A5s/R; 
T3, = T13; T32 = T23; 
T33 = A221R2 - k:,AUA2 - (k:2A,,/R2)H2; 
T34 = @,2/R - k:,A44F; 
T3, = (B,,lR*- k:z&lR)fi; 
T4, = T,,; T42 = T24; T43 = -T34; 
(37) 
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TM = (D66/R2)tii2 + D,,A* - k;,Au; 
T,, = [CD,2 + D,,YRlfifi; 
T5, = T,,; T52 = T2,; Ts, = -T,,; Ts = T,,; 
T,, = D,,fi* + (D,,/R*)fi* - k;,A,, 
and 
fiZ!z, ,-=n71 
cp L’ 
Once the fundamental states are obtained the boundary integral equations can be obtained as 
before and we have the similar equations to equations (21). 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
A Somigliana approach, for the formulation of boundary integral equations for linear isotropic 
as well as orthotropic laminated cylindrical shells is presented. This approach gives the integral 
equations which do not have domain integrals involving unknown functions and/or their derivatives 
as would be the case in the conventional weighted residue approach given by Atluri and his 
coworkers. 
This approach is general enough, as far as linear shell theory is concerned. The authors have 
also treated the case of general anisotropic shell of Whitney and Sun (1974) with similar results, 
though the algebra is more involved. 
We note that since Somigliana’s approach depends exclusively on the Betti-Maxwell reciprocal 
theorem which in turn is true only for homogeneous, Hookian materials with infinitesimal 
deformations, for nonlinear problems in general, this approach fails as is. (A project of treating 
geometric nonlinearity as incrementally linear and apply this approach iteratively is in process.) 
The same conclusion holds for the weighted residue approach since (1) it is not clear if the singular 
solutions exist at all for the nonlinear differential system, (2) even if the singular solutions exist 
for the linear operator of the highest order of the system, it inevitably creates domain integrals 
which involve unknown functions and/or their derivatives, and the boundary/interior element 
method must be used. 
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